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Mcdodo CA-2110 USB-C to USB-C cable, PD 100W, 1.2m (black)
Fast and safe charging of your devices will be ensured by the innovative McDodo cable. It offers 2 USB-C connectors, so it guarantees
wide compatibility with popular devices. Its power reaches 100 watts, which means that it will work great not only with phones, but also
with larger electronics such as laptops, tablets, etc. The cable is distinguished by its sturdy construction and offers a number of safety
features so that your devices are protected from short-circuiting, overheating, overcharging, etc. Also noteworthy is the cable's modern
design. McDodo combines both functionality and aesthetics.
 
Smart security features
The cable is equipped with a smart chip that recognizes the type of connected device, automatically adjusting the charging current to it.
This solution allows you to keep your batteries in great shape and charge your devices even faster at a much lower temperature. Now
you'll charge your MacBook Pro 16 in about 2 hours, without worrying that the equipment will overheat or get damaged. Don't waste your
time waiting!
 
Robust construction
The McDodo cable is a purchase that will  last for years! Its solid construction makes the product serve you for a really long time. The
thickened core supports 100 watts of power and is in no danger of burning out quickly. The USB-C connectors have been coated with a
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layer of 24K gold, making them resistant to oxidation, rusting and wear. What's more, the ends of the cable are highly flexible and are
not intimidated by bending and pulling, and an extra braid is used along the entire length to protect the cable from damage and tangling.
Enjoy the reliable performance of McDodo!
 
Wide compatibility and modern design
The product offers 2 USB-C connectors. It supports 100 watts of power and automatically recognizes connected devices. All this makes it
widely  compatible  with  many  devices  -  it  will  successfully  replenish  the  power  of  your  phone,  laptop  or  console.  Now  one  cable  will
replace  many  others  for  you!  McDodo  is  distinguished  by  an  extremely  interesting  design  -  the  transparent  case  reveals  the  internal
components, which gives it a cyber punk character.
 
Manufacturer
McDodo
Model
CA-2110
Material
TPE+PVC
Intensity
5A
Color
Black
Length
1.2 m
Total power
100 W

Price:

Before: € 5.4981

Now: € 5.50

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, USB cables, USB-C
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